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Chapter 1 
“General introduction” 
 
The impact of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer on human society and the environment 

Soil nitrogen is one of the most limiting factors of land plant growth and crop productivity 

(Oldroyd and Leyser, 2020). The invention of the industrial nitrogen fixation of atmospheric 

N2 to ammonia by the Haber-Bosch process, therefore, has revolutionized the agricultural and 

food production system. The stable supply of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer has drastically 

improved crop yield per unit area of cropland, allowing a greater human population. The 

magnitude of the impact of the Haber-Bosch process on humanity can be seen from the 

estimate that about 50% of the human population is nourished by crops cultivated with 

synthetic nitrogen fertilizer (Erisman et al., 2008). Meanwhile, it is estimated that the world's 

population will increase from 7.3 billion in 2015 to 9.7 billion by 2050 (Ohyama, 2017). This 

means that even greater amounts of nitrogen fertilizer will need to be applied to agricultural 

fields to meet the increasing demand for food production due to the ever-growing population 

globally. However, excessive nitrogen fertilizer application is causing serious environmental 

pollution. For instance, about 50% of the nitrogen fertilizer applied to agricultural field is run 

off without being used for crops, and the leaked nitrogen fertilizer is a source of 

environmental pollution, such as the eutrophication of freshwater, nitrate contamination in 

drinking water, and rise of N2O, a type of greenhouse gas, in the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 

2015). In addition, the Haber-Bosch process mediated nitrogen fixation requires huge 

amounts of fossil fuels (consuming 1–2% of annual global energy consumption and about 

80% of the fixed nitrogen used as nitrogen fertilizer), and causes a rise in carbon dioxide and 

other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (Chen et al., 2018; Ohyama, 2017). Therefore, 

alternative nitrogen management is needed to reduce heavy reliance on synthetic nitrogen 

fertilizers without compromising crop productivity. 

 

Nitrogen-fixing legume-Rhizobium symbiosis: Their great potential as an alternative 

nitrogen source 

Effective utilization of biological nitrogen fixation by legume-Rhizobium symbiosis can be 

one of the possible ways to reduce the fertilization with nitrogen. Leguminous plants have 

evolved the ability to form the symbiotic interactions with soil nitrogen-fixing bacteria, 

collectively called rhizobia. In this symbiosis, rhizobia fix atmospheric N2 via its bacterial 

nitrogenase activity and supply the host plant with ammonium. It is estimated that 21 million 
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tons of nitrogen are annually fixed by crop legumes through symbiosis with rhizobia 

(Herridge et al., 2008). Considering that the annual consumption of nitrogen fertilizer was 

105 million tons in 2016 (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2019), 

biological nitrogen fixation by crop legumes has a crucial agricultural role as a source of 

nitrogen input to fields and has great potential to promote the reduction of nitrogen fertilizer 

consumption. However, it is well known that under nitrogen-replete soil (as in agricultural 

fields), legumes cease nitrogen fixation, because they preferentially take up and utilize soil 

nitrogen sources (Ledgard et al., 1996; Vinther, 1998). Therefore, to improve the utilization 

of the benefits of nitrogen-fixing symbiosis in agricultural fields, it is necessary to apply 

nitrogen fertilizer to the extent that does not limit both nitrogen fixation and legume 

production. It is known that the regulation of legume-Rhizobium symbiosis in response to 

inorganic nitrogen is a host plant-driven mechanism. I will briefly summarize how legumes 

optimize the symbiosis in the next paragraphs. 

 

Optimization of legume-Rhizobium symbiosis by shoot-mediated signal transduction 

(autoregulation of nodulation; AON) 

The symbiotic interaction between legumes and rhizobia is achieved by the formation of the 

host postembryonic root organ, called the nodule (Caetano-Anollés and Gresshoff, 1991; 

Suzaki et al., 2015). Rhizobia inhabit nodules and fix N2 to ammonium ions. In return, the 

host plant supplies rhizobia with photosynthate as an energy source for nitrogen fixation. This 

symbiotic relationship makes it possible for legumes to utilize atmospheric N2 and survive 

the nitrogen-limiting conditions. On the other hand, the cost of photosynthate for nitrogen 

fixation in nodules is very high. Thus, host plants need to balance the benefits of provided 

nitrogen nutrition from rhizobia and the cost of carbon sources for nodulation. As one of the 

important strategies for this, the host plant has a mechanism called autoregulation of 

nodulation (AON) to control nodule numbers in conditions where rhizobia have already been 

sufficiently infected or there are ample amounts of available nitrate in the soil. The mutants 

that form excessive nodules (hypernodulation) due to a defect in AON are strongly impaired 

in their growth. In addition, these mutants cannot cease nodulation in nitrate-sufficient 

conditions and impair plant growth (Nishida et al., 2018). Thus, AON is considered to have a 

significant functional importance in maintaining the balance between acquired nitrogen and 

the cost as the carbon sources for rhizobia. Therefore, understanding the molecular 

mechanism of AON could provide important insight such as genetic markers that help 

selection of superior varieties of crop legumes that can maintain their productivity with low 
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nitrogen fertilizer input and aid agricultural sustainability. Here, I will summarize the current 

model of AON. 

 

Molecular basis of AON 

AON is achieved by signal transduction between roots and the shoot through a shoot-acting 

leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase (LRR-RLK). The LRR-RLK was isolated from 

hypernodulation mutants of various legume species (Caetano-Anollés and Gresshoff, 1991; 

Reid et al., 2011b), and designated HYPERNODULATION ABERRANT ROOT1 (HAR1) 

in Lotus japonicus (Krusell et al., 2002; Nishimura et al., 2002; Wopereis et al., 2000), 

SUPER NUMERIC NODULES (SUNN) in Medicago truncatula (Schnabel et al., 2005), 

NODULE AUTOREGULATION RECEPTOR KINASE in soybean (Searle et al., 2003), and 

SYM29 in pea (Krusell et al., 2002). Reciprocal grafting of these mutants demonstrated that 

these LRR-RLKs act in the shoot systemically to inhibit nodule formation in the roots. These 

LRR-RLKs have an indispensable role in AON to perceive root-derived mobile CLV3/ESR-

related (CLE) peptides such as CLE ROOT SIGNAL 1, 2, and 3 (CLE-RS1, 2, and 3) in L. 

japonicus (Nishida et al., 2016; Okamoto et al., 2009, 2013a), CLE12 and CLE13 in M. 

trunctula (Mortier et al., 2010), and RHIZOBIA-INDUCED CLE1 (RIC1) and RIC2 in 

soybean (Reid et al., 2013, 2011a). All of these peptides are synthesized in roots in response 

to rhizobial infection or high soil nitrate concentrations. In L. japonicus, tri-arabinosylation of 

CLE-RS2 peptide is required for the direct binding of HAR1 and suppression of nodulation in 

a HAR1-dependent manner (Okamoto et al., 2013a). Moreover, the inhibitory effects of CLE 

peptides on nodulation in L. japonicus depend partially on the gene known as PLENTY, 

which encodes hydroxyproline-O-arabinosyl transferase (HPAT) (Yoro et al., 2019). In M. 

truncatula, mutants of ROOT DETERMINED NODULATION1 (Kassaw et al., 2017; 

Schnabel et al., 2011), an orthologous gene to PLENTY, show a similar phenotype to plenty. 

Thus, arabinosylation of CLE peptides by HPATs is likely to be required for them to be 

recognized by LRR-RLKs. After CLE peptides are perceived by the shoot-acting LRR-RLK, 

nodulation in roots becomes inhibited by TOO MUCH LOVE (TML), the gene for which 

was isolated from hypernodulation mutants of L. japonicus (Magori et al., 2009; Takahara et 

al., 2013). Since TML encodes an F-box/kelch repeat protein, it is hypothesized that TML 

may be involved in ubiquitin proteasome-mediated degradation of unknown target proteins 

that are associated with early nodule development (Takahara et al., 2013). M. truncatula has 

two TML orthologues, TML1 and TML2, which inhibit nodule formation downstream of 
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SUNN (Gautrat et al., 2019). Hence, these factors that are involved in systemic signaling are 

well-conserved in legume species.  

 

Shoot-root signaling communication: A crucial adaptation strategy of plants to 

environmental fluctuation 

The long-distance signaling system is widely adopted in land plants to adapt to various 

environmental changes. For example, information on light conditions for the leaves (Chen et 

al., 2016) and nitrogen deficiency in the roots (Tabata et al., 2014), is transferred using a 

long-distance communication system (Ko and Helariutta, 2017). Shoot-root communications 

are accomplished delivering signaling molecules between the shoot and roots, such as 

proteins (Chen et al., 2016), peptides (Ohkubo et al., 2017; Okamoto et al., 2013a; Ota et al., 

2020; Tabata et al., 2014), phytohormones (Landrein et al., 2018; Poitout et al., 2018; Sasaki 

et al., 2014), and RNA species (Banerjee et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2008; Tsikou et al., 2018) in 

response to various environmental cues. These systemic signalings are crucial for land plants 

to thrive under fluctuating environments. I will describe the importance of these systemic 

signaling with the following two examples.  

 Since light status has a significant impact on the growth and development at the whole 

plant level, the light status perceived in the shoots must be promptly transmitted to roots to 

coordinate the developmental and physiological processes both in the shoot and roots. In 

Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter, Arabidopsis), ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL5 (HY5) 

protein, a bZIP transcription factor, is a shoot-to-root mobile signal that is required to 

facilitate light-activated, physiological adaptation and growth promotion of roots (Chen et al., 

2016). Grafting experiments of hy5 mutant and WT demonstrate that shoot-derived HY5 

systemically regulates root growth and nitrate uptake through activation of nitrate transporter 

NRT2.1 in a light-dependent manner. In addition, HY5 in the shoots enhances carbon 

assimilation and transport of sugar to roots through activation of its target gene in response to 

light. Since the carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio of the hy5 mutant is increased in a light intensity-

dependent manner, where wild-type is stable, shoot-derived HY5 is necessary to coordinate 

C/N balance under fluctuating light conditions. 

 In natural environments, soil nitrate is heterogeneously distributed. To adapt to such a 

fluctuating nitrate environment, land plants sense local nitrate availability in each root and 

share this information through root-shoot-root long-distance signaling. In Arabidopsis, the 

small peptide hormone C-TERMINALLY ENCODED PEPTIDE (CEP) is adopted as a long-

distance signal that informs local soil nitrate deficiency on one side of roots to distant roots 
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(where nitrate availability is relatively high), through root-derived CEP recognition by the 

shoot-localized LRR-RK, CEP receptor 1 (CEPR1), and CEPR2 (Ohkubo et al., 2017; Tabata 

et al., 2014). After perception of CEP by CEPR1 and CEPR2, CEP DOWNSTREAM 1 

(CEPD1) and CEPD2 are induced and synthesized in the shoot. CEPD1 and CEPD2 are 

translocated from the shoot to the roots and enhance nitrate uptake through activation of 

NRT2.1. cepd1/2 and cepr1 mutants cannot induce NRT2.1 under nitrate deficit conditions 

and produce pale green leaves, a symptom of nitrogen deficiency, thereby CEP-mediated 

root-shoot-root signaling transduction is necessary to maintain nitrate homeostasis in 

heterogeneous nitrate conditions.  

 

Summary and objectives of this dissertation 

As mentioned above, the nitrogen fixation of legume-Rhizobium symbiosis can contribute to 

achieving sustainable agriculture by reducing nitrogen fertilizer usage. On the other hand, 

especially in agricultural fields where there is sufficient nitrogen, the benefit of this symbiosis 

cannot be maximized because legumes stop nodule formation via AON. Since AON is 

thought to be a mechanism for optimizing the number of nodules under fluctuating 

environments, understanding the molecular mechanism of AON provides important 

knowledge that could contribute to breeding crop legumes that can be cultivated with reduced 

nitrogen fertilizer without compromising their productivity. In addition, since the shoot-root 

long-distance signaling systems are widespread adaptation strategies against nutrient 

deficiencies in land plants, the molecular basis of AON could provide insights into how 

plants inform nutritional fluctuation through shoot-root communication. In this dissertation, I 

attempted to expand our knowledge of AON, as shown in Chapters 2 and 3 below (Fig. 1.1).  

In Chapter 2, I attempted to reveal the detailed molecular mechanism of shoot-

mediated, long-distance regulation of nodulation in AON. In L. japonicus, shoot-to-root 

transfer of microRNA miR2111 that targets mRNA of TML has been proposed to explain the 

mechanisms underlying nodulation control from the shoot. However, it is still controversial 

as to whether or not shoot-derived miR2111s can regulate nodulation and TML mRNA levels 

in roots. Also, which miR2111 genes are responsible for AON is unknown. Therefore, I 

focused on miR2111 to clarify the detailed regulatory mechanism of nodulation from the 

shoot (Fig. 1.1).  

In Chapter 3, I focused on the potentially overlooked role of HAR1 in shoots, which 

is distinct from the control of nodulation. In the current model, it is not clear why AON 

signaling acts via the shoot-acting HAR1 receptor, because both the first and last events of 
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AON (the response to rhizobial/nitrate and the inhibition of nodulation) occur in roots. 

Hence, I hypothesized that HAR1 may have functions in the shoot other than the regulation 

of nodulation in roots. Indeed, mutants of HAR1 and its orthologue in soybean exhibit 

smaller leaf cell numbers and leaf sizes compared to the wild-type, regardless of symbiotic or 

non-symbiotic conditions (Ito et al., 2008; Tanabata et al., 2013). To fully understand the 

implication of shoot-mediated signalling of AON, elucidation of the unknown functions of 

HAR1 in the shoot is necessary. Through transcriptomic analysis, I characterized genes 

regulated by HAR1 in leaves by CLE-RS1/2 overexpression in addition to either rhizobial 

inoculation or nitrate treatment. In addition, I searched for phenotypic differences in har1-7 

shoots estimated from genes whose expression was induced in a HAR1-dependent manner 

(Fig. 1.1). 
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Chapter 2 

“MIR2111-5 locus and shoot-accumulated mature miR2111 systemically enhance 

nodulation depending on HAR1 in Lotus japonicus” 

 

2.1 Introduction 

To optimize the number of nodules, legumes utilize a long-distance negative feedback 

mechanism known as AON (Suzaki et al., 2015). Although the interaction between the root-

derived signal, CLE peptides, and shoot-acting receptors, such as HAR1, is well 

characterized, the detailed regulatory mechanism of nodulation by shoot-derived signals is 

still unclear. 

Two types of molecules generated in shoots downstream of shoot-acting receptors 

that are involved in AON have been reported to date. One is a phytohormone, cytokinin. In L. 

japonicus, cytokinin accumulates in shoots in a HAR1-dependent manner after inoculation 

with rhizobia (Sasaki et al., 2014). When exogenously applied to shoots, cytokinin causes a 

decrease in nodule numbers depending on TML. The other factor is miRNA miR2111, which 

targets TML mRNA and enhances nodulation (Gautrat et al., 2020; Tsikou et al., 2018). In L. 

japonicus and M. truncatula, the accumulation of mature miR2111s is drastically reduced in 

both the shoot and the roots in response to rhizobial infection and nitrate treatments, 

depending on HAR1/SUNN. Thus, HAR1/SUNN negatively regulates the accumulation of 

miR2111s to enhance nodulation under non-inoculated or nitrate-deficient conditions 

(Gautrat et al., 2020; Tsikou et al., 2018).  

A substantial portion of miRNA gene families in plants consists of multiple loci 

(Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2011; Li and Mao, 2007; Maher et al., 2006). Each individual 

locus in a certain miRNA gene family often exhibits different expression levels and patterns 

and sometimes is involved in distinct developmental processes even though the target genes 

are shared in the gene family (Carlsbecker et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2006; Miyashima et al., 

2013; Tatematsu et al., 2015). Three loci for miR2111 (MIR2111-1, -2, and -3) have been 

reported in L. japonicus (Tsikou et al., 2018). Ectopic overexpression of MIR2111-3 in hairy 

roots increases the amount of mature miR2111s and nodule numbers. Because the activity of 

MIR2111-3 promoter is detected predominantly in the phloem of leaves, translocation of 

shoot-derived mature miR2111s into roots has been proposed to explain anticorrelation 

between the levels of mature miR2111s and of TML mRNA in roots. However, it remains 

unclear whether or not MIR2111-3 is a responsible locus for AON since MIR2111-3 
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expression levels and its dependency on HAR1 have not been evaluated. Moreover, systemic 

regulation by shoot-accumulating mature miR2111s of nodulation has not been clearly 

shown. In a previous study by Tsikou et al., the shoot-to-root transfer of mature miR2111s 

was explained by decreased mature miR2111 levels in the roots that were mechanically 

separated from the shoot (shoot-less roots) (Tsikou et al., 2018). Nodule numbers were also 

decreased in the shoot-less roots. However, these experiments need to be considered that the 

removal of shoots generates mechanical stresses and influences many other factors that are 

synthesized in and transferred from shoots photosynthate and phytohormones.  

In this study, I identified four L. japonicus miR2111 loci, the expression of which was 

detected in leaves and controlled by HAR1 LRR-RLK. I attempted reverse genetic analyses 

such as CRISPR and short tandem target mimic (STTM) technologies to elucidate the 

function of highly regulated miR2111 loci on shoot-mediated control of nodulation. 

Furthermore, I examined whether or not shoot-derived miR2111 is sufficient for the systemic 

regulation of nodulation in roots by grafting experiments using miR2111 overexpressed line 

and down-regulated lines. 

 

2.2 Results 

Identification of MIR2111-2, -4, -5, and -7, the expression of which is repressed by 

rhizobial infection in a HAR1-dependent manner 

Three genomic loci for miR2111 precursors (MIR2111-1, -2, and -3) have been reported in L. 

japonicus (Table 2.1). These miR2111 gene loci contain a total of five miR2111 hairpin 

sequences, which generate three mature miR2111 isoforms, miR2111a, miR2111b, and 

miR2111c (Tsikou et al., 2018). I investigated additional potential miR2111 hairpin 

sequences using BLAST search with an improved reference genome assembly for L. 

japonicus (Gifu v1.2) (Kamal et al., 2020), and hairpin structure prediction (Camacho et al., 

2009; Reuter and Mathews, 2010). In addition to the five known miR2111 hairpin sequences, 

I identified five sequences that are potentially processed to become miR2111s and designated 

a total of  miR2111 hairpin sequences as miR2111-A to miR2111-J (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.1a). 

The five new sequences were predicted to form hairpin structures containing mature 

miR2111 sequences in their stems (Fig. 2.1b). However, the predicted structures of three 

hairpin sequences (miR2111-F, -H, and -J) were not typical among reported miRNA 

structures since they have the miR2111 duplex at the proximal end of the hairpin structure 

(Mateos et al., 2010; Moro et al., 2018; Werner et al., 2010) (Fig. 2.1b).  
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Next, I carried out RNA-seq analyses in mature leaves of L. japonicus (2 weeks after 

germination) to examine the expression of miR2111 precursors and performed RNA-Seq-

based gene prediction using Stringtie (Pertea et al., 2015) to identify functional miR2111 loci 

containing predicted hairpin structures (Fig. 2.2a-d), because miRNAs are generated by 

processing of primary transcripts of miRNA genes (pri-miRNAs), which are polycistronic in 

some cases. I detected four pri-miR2111 sequences and named their genes MIR2111-2, 

MIR2111-4, MIR2111-5, and MIR2111-7 (Fig. 2.2a-d). MIR2111-4 and MIR2111-5 are 

monocistronic miR2111 loci containing miR2111-F and miR2111-G, respectively. MIR2111-

2 and MIR2111-7 are polycistronic and possess dual hairpin structure sequences. MIR2111-2 

contains the sequences for miR2111-B and miR2111-C, whereas MIR2111-7 possesses the 

sequences for miR2111-I and miR2111-J (Fig. 2.1a, b; Table 2.1). The nucleotide sequence 

of MIR2111-7 showed 96% identity with that of MIR2111-2, suggesting that these two loci 

are paralogous. Furthermore, I searched new potential miR2111 genes that were not detected 

from my RNA-seq data by BLASTn search using all miR2111 gene sequences as the query. I 

found a MIR2111-4 paralogous sequence and named it MIR2111-6, which showed 93% 

identity with MIR2111-4 and contained the sequence for miR2111-H (Fig. 2.1a). 

Apart from MIR2111-1 on chromosome 1, each monocistronic and polycistronic 

miR2111 locus was tandemly paired and arranged near the pericentromeric region of 

chromosome 3 (Fig. 2.1a, b). It is noteworthy that three of the four pri-miR2111s that were 

expressed in leaves, MIR2111-4, MIR2111-5, and MIR2111-7, were different from the known 

miR2111 loci. In addition, the MIR2111-2 transcript detected in this study was much longer 

(789 bp) than that reported previously (312 bp) (Tsikou et al., 2018). 

Expression of MIR2111-2, MIR2111-4, MIR2111-5, and MIR2111-7 was repressed in 

wild-type (WT) leaves in response to rhizobial inoculation but not in the har1-7 mutant (Fig. 

2.2a-d), suggesting that expression of these miR2111 genes were negatively regulated by 

HAR1. MIR2111-5 showed 3–5-fold higher transcripts per million (TPM) values than the 

other miR2111 genes expressed in leaves of mock-treated WT and har1-7 (Fig. 2.2b). 

Expression of MIR2111-1, MIR2111-3, and MIR2111-6 was below detectable levels in my 

RNA-seq data (Fig. 2.3). 

 

MIR2111-2 and MIR2111-5 promote nodulation and mature miR2111 accumulation 

I evaluated nodulation phenotypes of L. japonicus roots ectopically overexpressing the 

miR2111 genes that I identified to confirm whether or not the genes are functional. I chose 

MIR2111-2, MIR2111-4, and MIR2111-5 from among the four miR2111 genes that 
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demonstrated expression in leaves. MIR2111-7 was not incorporated into the functional 

analyses since it was over 90% identical to MIR2111-2. For the overexpression assay, DNA 

fragments fully covering pri-miRNA regions (about 700–900 bp) were expressed under an L. 

japonicus Ubiquitin promoter (proUBQ) (Maekawa et al., 2008) (Fig. 2.1a-d). I generated 

hairy roots transformed with either proUBQ:MIR2111-2, proUBQ:MIR2111-4, or 

proUBQ:MIR2111-5. Nodule numbers were counted in transformed roots displaying 

fluorescence of a GFP transformation marker at 21 days after inoculation (dai) with DsRed-

labeled Mesorhizobium loti. Furthermore, I conducted qRT-PCR analyses to examine the 

accumulation of mature miR2111s and TML mRNA in transformed roots at 5 dai.  

Nodule numbers were significantly increased in roots transformed with 

proUBQ:MIR2111-2 and proUBQ:MIR2111-5 compared with empty vector controls (Fig. 

2.4a-e); the mean nodule numbers were about 5- and 8-fold higher in proUBQ:MIR2111-2 

and proUBQ:MIR2111-5 roots, respectively (Fig. 2.4e). In addition, these transformed roots 

produced mature nodules that were seemingly smaller than those in control roots, similarly to 

tml roots (Magori et al., 2009) (Fig. 2.4a-d). proUBQ:MIR2111-2 and proUBQ:MIR2111-5 

also increased the accumulation of mature miR2111s about 20-fold and 180-fold over 

controls, respectively (Fig. 2.4f). Conversely, the abundance of TML mRNA was decreased 

in these transformed roots (Fig. 2.4f). These results indicated that MIR2111-2 and MIR2111-5 

enhanced nodulation and inhibited TML mRNA accumulation similarly to MIR2111-3 

(Tsikou et al., 2018). Therefore, I concluded that MIR2111-2 and MIR2111-5 were functional 

in promoting nodule formation by influencing the accumulation of TML mRNA. 

However, proUBQ:MIR2111-4 influenced neither the number of nodules nor TML 

mRNA accumulation, even when the levels of mature miR2111s in the transformed roots I 

detected by qRT-PCR were comparable with those in roots transformed with 

proUBQ:MIR2111-2 (Fig. 2.4f). This result suggested that MIR2111-4 is not functional with 

respect to regulating nodule numbers. 

 

MIR2111-5 is expressed predominantly in the phloem of mature leaves in a HAR1-

dependent manner 

My RNA-seq analyses showed that, among L. japonicus miR2111 loci, MIR2111-5 most 

abundantly accumulated in leaves of non-inoculated plants. In addition, compared with the 

other miR2111 loci tested, MIR2111-5 overexpression in roots was the most effective at 

increasing the number of nodules. Therefore, I focused on MIR2111-5 in further analyses.  
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In order to characterize the spatial expression pattern of MIR2111-5, a 3.0 kb DNA 

fragment upstream of MIR2111-5 was inserted upstream of a GUS reporter gene. 

Histochemical GUS staining assay was conducted using plants stably transformed with this 

reporter construct (proMIR2111-5:GUS). GUS staining was detected along with vascular 

bundles in true leaves and cotyledons of two-week-old plants (Fig. 2.5a). At this point after 

germination, L. japonicus MG-20 seedlings have two sets of fully expanded leaves. GUS 

expression was detected strongly in the more mature leaves, while much weaker expression 

was seen in younger leaves (Fig. 2.5a). GUS expression tended to be clear in vascular 

bundles around the leaf margins and cotyledons but was not detected in midveins (Fig. 2.5a). 

In contrast, GUS signals were negligible in stems, roots, and root nodules (Fig. 2.6a-d). This 

GUS expression along with vasculatures was attenuated within 5 dai with M. loti (Fig. 2.5b). 

Cross-sections of leaves revealed that the GUS reporter was expressed mainly in the phloem 

(Fig. 2.5c, d), which is similar to the expression pattern previously reported for MIR2111-3 

(Tsikou et al., 2018). 

Next, I examined the effects of rhizobial infection on the accumulation of mature 

miR2111s, MIR2111-5, and TML mRNA in leaves and roots by qRT-PCR. Mature miR2111s 

were clearly detected in both leaves and roots of mock controls and accumulation decreased 

within 3 dai in a HAR1 dependent manner (Fig. 2.5e, f). TML mRNA levels were negatively 

correlated with the accumulation of mature miR2111s in roots (Fig. 2.5i). Similar to mature 

miR2111s, the abundance of MIR2111-5 in leaves also altered in response to inoculation with 

M. loti depending on HAR1 (Fig. 2.5g). However, the accumulation of MIR2111-5 in roots 

was sustained at very low levels or below detectable levels, even in har1-7 roots where 

mature miR2111s accumulated in abundance (Fig. 2.5h). Patterns of endogenous MIR2111-5 

accumulation were similar to those of GUS expression driven by its own promoter (Fig. 2.5a, 

b; Fig. 2.6a-d). 

 

The accumulation of mature miR2111s in shoots is sufficient to enhance nodulation in 

roots 

According to the current hypothesis, mature miR2111s are synthesized in leaves and 

translocated to roots via phloem vessels to activate nodulation through post-transcriptional 

inhibition of TML mRNA accumulation (Tsikou et al., 2018). Consistent with this hypothesis, 

the promoter activity of MIR2111-5 was predominantly detected in the phloem of leaves and 

cotyledons (Fig. 2.5a-d). Indeed, MIR2111-5 was abundant in leaves of uninoculated plants 
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(Fig. 2.5g). Nevertheless, it was unclear whether shoot-derived miR2111 truly be able to 

systemically enhance nodulation in roots.  

To clarify the functional relevance of shoot-derived miR2111s in nodulation, I 

generated stable proUBQ:MIR2111-5 transgenic lines (MIR2111-5ox) (Fig. 2.7). MIR2111-

5ox displayed significantly increased nodule and infection thread numbers. Next, I performed 

reciprocal grafting between MIR2111-5ox and WT plants. Scions overexpressing MIR2111-5 

significantly increased nodule numbers in WT rootstocks (28 dai) (Fig. 2.8a-e). This result 

indicated that MIR2111-5 overexpression in shoots was sufficient to promote nodulation. 

Next, I examined the effects of MIR2111-5 overexpressed scions on the accumulation of 

mature miR2111s, MIR2111-5, and TML mRNA in rootstock using qRT-PCR. WT rootstocks 

grafted with MIR2111-5ox scions showed significant increases in mature miR2111s and a 

reduction of TML mRNA levels (5 dai) (Fig. 2.8f), indicating that MIR2111-5 overexpression 

in shoots can systematically regulate the accumulation of mature miR2111s and TML mRNA 

in roots. Grafting between MIR2111-5ox scions and tml-4 rootstocks or har1-7 scions and 

MIR2111-5ox rootstocks did not exhibit additive effects on nodule numbers compared with 

self-grafted mutant plants, suggesting that MIR2111-5 functioned in the same genetic 

pathway as HAR1 and TML in the control of nodule number (Fig. 2.9).  

In contrast to mature miR2111s, MIR2111-5 levels in WT rootstocks grafted with 

MIR2111-5ox scions were very low or below detectable levels (Fig. 2.8f). To confirm 

whether or not shoot-derived mature miR2111s promote nodulation in roots, I designed a 

short tandem target mimic (STTM) construct (Yan et al., 2012) to prevent the accumulation 

of mature miR2111s (proUBQ:STTM2111) and generated stable proUBQ:STTM2111 

transgenic lines (STTM2111). In leaves of STTM2111, the abundance of mature miR2111s 

was reduced by less than half of that in WT plants, whereas the levels of MIR2111-5 were not 

influenced, indicating that STTM2111 successfully inhibits mature miR2111s (Fig. 2.10). 

Next, I carried out reciprocal grafting experiments between STTM2111 and WT plants. 

STTM2111 scions significantly reduced nodule numbers in the WT rootstocks to those 

equivalent to STTM2111 rootstocks (Fig. 2.8g). Thus, the amount of mature miR2111s 

generated in shoots is crucial to increasing nodule numbers in the roots.  

 

MIR2111-5 locus is required to increase root nodule numbers 

Although overexpression of MIR21111-5 significantly increased nodule numbers and mature 

miR2111 accumulation in roots, it remained unknown to what degree MIR2111-5 locus 

contributes to producing mature miR2111s and controlling nodule numbers. To address this 
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issue, I generated two knockout lines of MIR2111-5, mir2111-5-1 and mir2111-5-2, using a 

CRISPR technology with dual gRNA-containing constructs (Fig. 2.11a; see Methods). In 

mir2111-5-1 and mir2111-5-2, the mature miR2111 sequence was partially or completely 

deleted (Fig. 2.11a).  

The deletion of MIR2111-5 significantly decreased the nodule and infection thread 

number compared with the WT (Fig. 2.11b). Furthermore, the abundance of mature 

miR2111s in these leaves and roots was reduced to less than half of that seen in the WT (Fig. 

2.11c). TML mRNA levels were not significant but tended to be higher in roots of mir2111-5 

mutants than those of the WT (Fig. 2.11c). These results suggested that MIR2111-5 locus is 

necessary to increase the amount of mature miR2111s in leaves and roots and the number of 

nodules in roots. 

 

2.3 Discussion 

Land plants adapt to environmental stimuli, such as soil nutrient deprivation at the whole 

plant level by shoot-mediated signaling communication via vascular bundles (Ko and 

Helariutta, 2017). In this study, I investigated the functions of miR2111 genes in the shoot-

mediated nodulation control system known as AON, focusing, in particular, on MIR2111-5 

locus. L. japonicus possesses at least seven miR2111 genes including those I identified and 

four genes expressed in leaves (Fig. 2.2; Fig. 2.1a, b). Grafting experiments demonstrated 

that the accumulation of mature miR2111s in shoots was sufficient to increase the number of 

root nodules and reduce the accumulation of their targets, TML mRNA, in roots (Fig. 2.8). 

Moreover, I found that MIR2111-5 locus, which was expressed mainly in leaves (Fig. 2.5; 

Fig. 2.6), was required for the regulation of nodule number and accumulation of mature 

miR2111s in roots (Fig. 2.11). Thus, mature miR2111s accumulation in leaves through 

MIR2111-5 expression is necessary to systemically optimize nodule number in a HAR1-

dependent manner. 

Four miR2111 genes, MIR2111-2, MIR2111-4, MIR2111-5, and MIR2111-7, were 

expressed in leaves and repressed after rhizobial inoculation in a HAR1-dependent manner, 

whereas expression of the others was not detected by my RNA-seq analyses (Fig. 2.2; Fig. 

2.3). All of these miR2111 genes have complementary sequences to TML mRNA. Therefore, 

it is assumed that miR2111 genes that were expressed in leaves have functional redundancies 

and potentially work in the AON pathway (Fig. 2.2). Indeed, overexpression of MIR2111-5 

and MIR2111-2, of which the sequence is 96% identical to that of MIR2111-7, significantly 

increased nodule numbers. In contrast, overexpression of MIR2111-4 did not affect nodule 
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numbers; nonetheless, mature miR2111s accumulated at high levels in transformed roots 

(Fig. 2.4). This may have been due to the atypical secondary structure of miR2111-F derived 

from MIR2111-4 (Fig. 2.1b). Unlike the hairpin structures of MIR2111-2 (Tsikou et al., 2018) 

and MIR2111-5, the mature miR2111 sequence in the predicted miR2111-F secondary 

structure is located at the 5’ end of its stem (Fig. 2.1b). Nucleotide lengths proximal to the 

miRNA/miRNA* duplex affect the efficiency of correct miRNA processing in Arabidopsis 

(Mateos et al., 2010; Moro et al., 2018; Werner et al., 2010). Although I detected an increase 

of mature miR2111s in roots overexpressing MIR2111-4, miRNA generated from miR2111-F 

might not have nucleotide sequence patterns that are sufficient to target TML mRNA (Fig. 

2.4). This notion is supported by the lack of a significant change in TML mRNA 

accumulation in roots overexpressing MIR2111-4. Although overexpression of MIR2111-3 

increased nodule numbers in the previous study (Tsikou et al., 2018), expression of 

MIR2111-3 was undetectable levels in my RNA-seq of L. japonicus leaves (Fig. 2.3). 

MIR2111-3 may be expressed under conditions different from those where the other four loci 

expressed. 

It has been proposed that shoot-derived mature miR2111s are translocated to roots via 

the phloem to enhance nodulation (Tsikou et al., 2018). However, it was unknown whether or 

not the accumulation of mature miR2111s in shoots leads to an increase in root nodule 

numbers. I carried out grafting experiments and demonstrated that WT rootstocks grafted 

with MIR2111-5 overexpressed scions exhibited increased root nodule numbers and mature 

miR2111 levels and repressed TML mRNA levels (Fig. 2.8a-f). Since the levels of MIR2111-

5 were not increased in WT rootstocks, it is unlikely that the increment in mature miR2111s 

in rootstocks was due to the movement of MIR2111-5 from shoots. These results indicated 

that MIR2111-5 overexpression in the shoot was sufficient to systemically regulate root 

nodule numbers and TML mRNA levels. Furthermore, results from grafting between 

MIR2111-5ox and AON mutants, har1-7 and tml-4, suggested that MIR2111-5 functions in 

the same genetic pathway as these AON factors (Fig. 2.9). In contrast to MIR2111-5ox, 

scions constitutively expressing proUBQ:STTM2111 inhibited the accumulation of mature 

miR2111s (Fig. 2.10) and decreased nodule numbers in WT rootstocks (Fig. 2.8f). Thus, the 

shoot-accumulating mature miR2111s influences root nodule numbers in a dose-dependent 

manner.   

Among the seven miR2111 loci, MIR2111-5 showed the highest level of TPM in L. 

japonicus leaves (Fig. 2.2). When overexpressing in roots, MIR2111-5 was the most effective 

at increasing nodule numbers among miR2111 genes I examined (Fig. 2.4). These results 
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implied that MIR2111-5 might significantly contribute to the regulation of nodule numbers in 

L. japonicus. Knockout lines of MIR2111-5 support this notion. Even though there are 

multiple loci for miR2111 genes in the L. japonicus genome (Fig. 2.2; Fig. 2.1a), as for other 

miRNA gene families in plants (Li and Mao, 2007), a single mir2111-5 mutation decreased 

miR2111 levels in leaves and roots to less than half of WT (Fig. 2.11b). In addition, the 

MIR2111-5 deletions resulted in the significant inhibition of nodule formation. As for 

MIR2111-3 expression patterns (Tsikou et al., 2018), proMIR2111-5:GUS expression was 

observed in the phloem of leaves (Fig. 2.5a, c, d) but not in stems, roots, or nodules (Fig. 

2.6). The accumulation of MIR2111-5 was hardly detected in roots by qRT-PCR (Fig. 2.5h). 

Considering this expression pattern, it is likely that the decrease in nodule numbers and 

mature miR2111 levels in roots of MIR2111-5 knockout lines was caused by the attenuation 

of mature miR2111 levels in leaves (Fig. 2.11c). The expression in the phloem, which is 

convenient to explain the shoot-to-root movement of mature miR2111s through the 

vasculature, was diminished after rhizobial inoculation (Fig. 2.5b). Thus, MIR2111-5 

accumulation in leaves is regulated at the transcriptional level. The decrease in MIR2111-5 

expression in leaves in response to rhizobial inoculation correlated well with the 

accumulation patterns of mature miR2111s in leaves and roots (Fig. 2.5). The HAR1-

dependent transcriptional regulation of miR2111 genes including MIR2111-5 in leaves would 

systemically influence nodule numbers in roots. Taken together with the results of grafting 

experiments, it is likely that mature miR2111s generated in shoots are translocated to roots 

and post-transcriptionally silence TML mRNA. 

Phloem sap contains a defined subset of miRNA species and some of these 

specifically accumulate under various nutrient-limiting conditions (Pant et al., 2008, 2009; 

Buhtz et al., 2010). In Arabidopsis and tobacco, shoot-to-root mobile miR399s, which 

accumulate in shoots in response to the deprivation of inorganic phosphate (Pi), post-

transcriptionally regulate mRNA for PHO2, which encodes ubiquitin-conjugating E2 enzyme 

24 (Lin et al., 2008; Pant et al., 2008). Since PHO2 suppresses Pi uptake in roots, shoot-

derived miR399s maintain Pi homeostasis through the regulation of their target mRNA 

levels. Interestingly, Pi-limitation induces the accumulation of mature miR2111 in rapeseed 

phloem sap (Buhtz et al., 2010; Pant et al., 2009). Arabidopsis and tobacco miR2111s, which 

also accumulate in response to Pi-limitation (Huen et al., 2018; Pant et al., 2009), are 

predicted to target mRNA for TML orthologues (Huen et al., 2018). In legumes, the control of 

miR2111 production depends on nitrate availability (Gautrat et al., 2020; Tsikou et al., 2018). 

Recently, it has been reported that in M. truncatula, nitrogen-deprivation in roots induces the 
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production of mature miR2111s in shoots through CEP family peptide-mediated long-

distance signaling, in order to enhance nodulation (Gautrat et al., 2020). Although the 

biological functions of TML orthologues and roles of miR2111s in Arabidopsis and tobacco 

have not yet been identified, shoot-derived miRNA accumulation in roots may be a 

widespread mechanism of adaptation to nutritional changes in plants.  

 

2.4 Methods 

Plant materials and bacterial resources 

I used L. japonicus accession MG-20 (Kawaguchi, 2000) as the WT. har1-7 (Magori et al., 

2009) and tml-4 (Takahara et al., 2013) mutants were derived from MG-20. proMIR2111-

5:GUS transgenic lines, MIR2111-5 overexpression lines, proUBQ:STTM2111 transgenic 

lines, and MIR2111-5 knockout lines were generated in the MG-20 background. 

Mesorhizobium loti MAFF303099 and MAFF303099 constitutively expressing dsRED were 

used for the L. japonicus inoculum.  

 

Plant culture conditions and bacterial inoculation 

Sterilized L. japonicus seeds were germinated on 0.9% agar medium containing Broughton 

and Dilworth solution (B&D) (Broughton and Dilworth, 1971) without any nitrogen source 

for 3 days at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark). 

For the nodulation and infection phenotyping assay, plants were transplanted on 

autoclaved vermiculite supplemented with B&D containing 0.5 mM KNO3 and inoculated 

with M. loti carrying dsRED. Plants were inoculated 3 days after being transplanted and 

harvested within indicated days after inoculation (dai) to analyze the nodulation and infection 

phenotypes.  

For the RNA-seq, qPCR assay, and promoter GUS assay, plants were transplanted 

into autoclaved vermiculite containing B&D without a nitrogen source. Plants were 

inoculated 3 days after being transplanted either with or without M. loti carrying dsRED at 

indicated time points and harvested 14 days after germination. 

For the grafting assay, plants were sown on vertical 0.9% agar plates for 2 days in 

darkness and 2 days under light/dark conditions. The four-day-old seedlings were cut at the 

basal hypocotyls and shoot scions were grafted on rootstocks as described previously (Magori 

et al., 2009). Grafted plants were grown horizontally on the sterilized water-absorbed filter 

paper for 1 week and then transplanted to autoclaved vermiculite containing B&D either with 

or without 0.5 mM KNO3 for the nodulation assay and qRT-PCR assay, respectively. Seven 
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days after being transplanted, grafted plants were inoculated with M. loti carrying dsRED and 

harvested at the indicated time after inoculation. 

 

Plasmid construction 

All primers, oligonucleotides, and the synthetic DNA fragment are detailed in Table 2.2.  

For the overexpression analyses of MIR2111-2, MIR2111-4, and MIR2111-5, 

plasmids were constructed as follows. DNA fragments fully covering pri-miR2111 regions, 

as detected by RNA-seq were amplified from L. japonicus ecotype MG-20 genomic DNA by 

specific primer sets using the PrimeSTAR MAX DNA polymerase (Takara) and cloned into 

EcoRI-digested pENTR-1A (Invitrogen) using an In-Fusion HD Cloning Kit (Clontech). For 

hairy root transformation, all inserts were transferred to pUb-GW-GFP (Maekawa et al., 

2008) by LR clonase (Invitrogen). The insert of MIR2111-5 fragment was also transferred to 

pUb-GW-Hyg (Maekawa et al., 2008) by LR clonase for use in whole plant transformation.  

For proUBQ:STTM2111 construct, the sequence of STTM2111 with attL1 and attL2 

was synthesized (attL1:STTM2111:attL2) and cloned into pMA-RQ (GeneArt, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). This fragment was cloned into pUb-GW-Hyg by LR clonase.  

For the GUS reporter assay of MIR2111-5, a 3.0 kb DNA fragment upstream of 

MIR2111-5 was amplified from L. japonicus ecotype MG-20 genomic DNA using specific 

primer sets by means of the PrimeSTAR MAX DNA polymerase (Takara) and cloned into 

EcoRI-digested pENTR-1A (Invitrogen) using an In-Fusion HD Cloning Kit (Clontech). The 

insert was transferred to pMDC162 (Curtis and Grossniklaus, 2003) by LR clonase. 

For CRISPR/Cas9 constructs of MIR2111-5, targeting sites were designed using the 

CRISPR-P 2.0 program (Liu et al., 2017). Two gRNAs were used for each construct to delete 

a nearby miR2111a sequence in MIR2111-5 on the L. japonicus genome. In order to create 

CRISPR/Cas9 constructs containing dual gRNA, I first modified the gRNA cloning vector 

pMR203 (provided by Dr. Mily Ron and Dr. Masaki Endo) as follows. DNA fragments of 

U6-26 promoter/BbsI/Chimera RNA (sgRNA) were amplified by two types of specific 

primers with multiple cloning sites (MCS) using the PrimeSTAR GXL DNA polymerase 

(Takara) from pMR203. Each DNA fragment was inserted between the ApaI and PstI sites of 

pMR203 to create new cloning vectors with different MCS, designated as pMR203_AB and 

pMR203_BC, which enable a removal of a gRNA expression cassette after cloning of gRNA 

using standard restriction enzymes. The binary vector pMR285 (derived from pDe-Cas9) 

(Ritter et al., 2017) was also modified as follows. Two oligo DNAs, forward and reverse of 

pMR285_oligo (Table 2.2), were annealed and inserted into the BbsI site of pMR203 to 
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create MCS. The DNA fragment of this MCS was removed by PstI and inserted into the PstI 

site of pMR285 to create new binary vectors with MCS, designated as pMR285_AD. Then, 

oligonucleotide pairs for gRNA were annealed at 95 °C for 5 min and inserted into the BbsI 

site of pMR203_AB and pMR203_BC. The gRNA expression cassettes in pMR203_AB and 

pMR203_BC were removed using BamHI/SalI and SalI/XbaI, respectively. These fragments 

were inserted simultaneously between the BamHI and XbaI sites of pMR285_AD. 

 

Plant transformation 

Whole-plant transformation of L. japonicus was performed using Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens-mediated method as described previously (Nishida et al., 2018). A. tumefaciens 

AGL1 strains carrying the plasmid of interest were cultured in LB liquid medium 

supplemented with appropriate antibiotics at 28°C for 2 days. The seedlings of L. japonicus 

grown on the 0.9% agar medium containing B&D (24°C dark for 3 days) were placed on 

sterilized filter papers (6 x 6 cm) impregnated with the prepared A. tumefaciens suspension 

and their hypocotyl were cut to approximately 3 mm segments. The hypocotyl segments were 

transferred onto 5 mm piles of sterilized filter papers (6 x 6 cm) supplemented with co-

cultivation medium (1/10 Gamborg's B5 salt mixture, 1/10 Gamborg's vitamin solution, 0.5 

µg mL-1 BAP, 0.05 µg mL-1 NAA, 5 mM MES (pH 5.2), 20 µg ml−1 acetosyringone, pH 5.5) 

and cultured for 3 days at 24°C dark to facilitate the infection of A. tumefaciens to the 

hypocotyl segments. Then, the hypocotyl segments were transferred onto a callus induction 

medium (Gamborg's B5 salt mixture, Gamborg’s vitamin solution, 2% sucrose, 0.2 µg mL−1 

BAP, 0.05 µg mL−1 NAA, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 12.5 µg mL−1 meropenem, 20 µg mL−1 

Hygromycin B, 0.6% agar, pH 5.5) and cultured for 2-5 weeks at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark). 

The hypocotyl segments were transferred onto a new callus induction medium every 5 days. 

The developed-calli were placed on the callus induction medium without Hygromycin B to 

induce primordia of adventitious shoot for 3–7 weeks at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark). The calli 

were transferred onto a new medium every 5 days. When primordia of adventitious shoot 

became visible in calli, the calli were transferred onto a shoot elongation medium (Gamborg's 

B5 salt mixture, Gamborg’s vitamin solution, 2% sucrose, 0.2 µg ml−1 BAP, 12.5 µg mL−1 

meropenem, 0.6% agar, pH 5.5) and grown for 3–6 weeks at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark) to 

elongate shoot from leaf primordia. The calli were transferred onto a new callus induction 

medium every 7 days. The individual shoots from calli were detached and inserted into a root 

induction medium (1/2 Gamborg's B5 salt mixture, 1/2 Gamborg's vitamin solution, 1% 

sucrose, 0.5 µg ml−1 NAA, 0.9% agar, pH 5.5) and cultivated for 10 days at 24°C (16 h light, 
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8 h dark). Then, they were inserted into root elongation medium (1/2 Gamborg's B5 salt 

mixture, 1/2 Gamborg's vitamin solution, 1% sucrose, 0.9% agar, pH 5.5) and grown until 

their root length became more than 3 cm. The generated transgenic plants were transplanted 

into vermiculite to obtain their seeds. 

Hairy root transformation of L. japonicus roots was performed using Agrobacterium 

rhizogenes-mediated transformation as described previously (Nishida et al., 2018). A. 

rhizogenes AR1193 strains carrying the plasmid of interest were grown on YEB medium 

containing 1.5% agar supplemented with appropriate antibiotics at 28°C for 2 days. A. 

rhizogenes AR1193 strains were collected and suspended in 6 mL sterilized water. The 

seedlings of L. japonicus were grown on a 0.9% agar medium containing B&D for a total of 

3 days (darkness for 2 days and 16 h light, 8 h dark for 1 days). The seedlings were placed in 

the A. rhizogenes suspension and cut in the middle of their hypocotyls. The seedlings without 

roots were placed on a co-cultivation medium for hairy root transformation (1/2 Gamborg's 

B5 salt mixture, 0.01% sucrose, 0.9% agar, pH 5.5) for 3 days (24°C darkness). Then, they 

were transferred onto vertical hairy root induction medium (Gamborg's B5 salt mixture, 

Gamborg's vitamin solution, 1% sucrose, 12.5 µg mL−1 meropenem, 0.9% agar, pH 5.5) and 

grown for 10 days at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark). The plants with transformed roots displaying 

fluorescence of a GFP transformation marker were selected and used for further analyses. 

 

GUS staining 

Two-week-old proMIR2111-5:GUS introduced transgenic plants were incubated with ice-

cold 90% acetone on ice for 10 minutes and then stained with GUS staining buffer (0.4 mg 

mL-1 X-Gluc, 50 mM phosphate buffer pH7.0, 1 mM K4[Fe(CN)6], 1 mM K3[Fe(CN)6], and 

0.1% Triton X-100) at 37°C for 3 h. Stained plants were incubated at 37°C for 1 h with acetic 

acid and ethanol (ratio 6:1) buffer to remove the chlorophyll background. 

 

Microscopic observation 

An SZX16 stereomicroscope or a BX50 microscope (Olympus) was used to observe roots, 

nodules, and GUS-stained whole plants. Nodules with the neck at the basal region were 

counted in nodulation phenotype assays. For plastic sections, GUS-stained leaves, stems, or 

nodules were fixed with Formalin-Acetic-Alcohol buffer for 12 h at 4°C and embedded in 

Technovit 7100 resin (Haraeus Kulzer). Sections were cut with a microtome RM2255 (Leica) 

at a thickness of 5 µm and counterstained with 0.1% safranin for 10 minutes at 55°C.  
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Library preparation and sequencing 

Total RNA was extracted from true leaves of L. japonicus grown under the conditions 

described using PureLink Plant RNA Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified using 

RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). The quality of RNA was evaluated using an Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer with Agilent RNA 6000 Nano kit. RNA-seq libraries were prepared using 

NEBNext Ultra II RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. The prepared RNA-seq libraries were qualified by the Agilent 

2100 Bioanalyzer using Agilent High Sensitivity DNA kit and quantified using a KAPA 

Library Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems). Each library was diluted to 2 nM. Libraries were 

sequenced using NextSeq 550 (Illumina) and generated 81 bp single-end reads. 

 

Bioinformatic analysis 

All acquired RNA-seq reads were qualified by FastQC (ver. 0.11.7) and adapter trimmed by 

Trimomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) (ver. 0.36, options: CROP:80 LEADING:30 TRAILING:30  

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 HEADCROP:6 MINLEN:36). Trimmed reads were mapped to the 

L. japonicus genome (Gifu v1.2) using Hisat2 (ver. 2.1.0) (Kim et al., 2019). The mapped 

reads with a MAPQ score of less than 30 were filtered out using SAMtools (v1.9, options: 

view -bq 30) (Li et al., 2009) to handle only high mapping quality scored reads for 

downstream analysis. The number of raw reads, trimmed reads, and mapped reads are shown 

in Table 2.3. Filtered mapped reads were assembled and calculated TPM values using 

Stringtie (ver. 1.3.4d) (Pertea et al., 2015) with the default setting. To visualize read coverage 

in the Integrative Genomics Viewer (ver. 2.4.10) (Robinson et al., 2011), filtered mapped 

reads were normalized by bins per million mapped reads (BPM) using bamCoverage (ver. 

3.3.1, options: --binSize=10 --normalizeUsing BPM --smoothLength 30) (Ramírez et al., 

2016). 

 In order to predict new miR2111 loci, I searched miR2111a, b, and c sequence from 

new L. japonicus genome assembly (Gifu v1.2) by BLASTn (Camacho et al., 2009). I 

identified a total of 10 positions for miR2111a, miR2111b, or miR2111c from the L. 

japonicus genome. 100 bp-upstream and -downstream sequences from the identified 21 bp 

miR2111 regions were extracted and the secondary structure was predicted using minimum 

free energy (MFE) algorithm of RNAstructure program (ver. 6.1) (Reuter and Mathews, 

2010). Next, I searched for pri-miR2111s expressing in L. japonicus using mapped my RNA-

seq data. In order to detect pri-miR2111 expression from my RNA-seq data, RNA-Seq-based 
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gene predictions were performed using Stringtie (ver. 1.3.4d) with the default setting. I then 

searched for pri-miR2111s from predicted potential L. japonicus genes based on my RNA-

seq data by referring to the position of the miR2111 hairpin sequences including those I 

predicted. Furthermore, I searched new potential miR2111 genes that were not detected in my 

RNA-seq data using BLASTn search of sequences for all miR2111 genes against the L. 

japonicus genome and identified one new potential miR2111 gene. Secondary structures of 

all new miR2111s were re-estimated using the full-length sequence of the predicted miR2111 

genes using the MFE algorithm of RNAstructure (ver. 6.1). The genomic positions of 

miR2111s were visualized by R software (ver. 3.6.2) with chromoMap package (ver. 0.2) 

(Anand and Lopez, 2020). 

 

Phylogenetic analysis of miR2111 genes 

Putative miR2111 genes were aligned with MAFFT (ver. 7.313) (Katoh et al., 2002) with 

default parameters. Aligned sequences were trimmed using trimAL (ver. 1.4.rev22, option: -

automated1) (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009). Phylogenetic trees were constructed by 

maximum likelihood (ML) analysis with IQ-TREE (ver. 1.6.9) (Nguyen et al., 2015). ML 

tree was visualized using R software (ver. 3.6.2) with ggtree package (ver. 1.14.6) (Yu et al., 

2017).   

 

qRT-PCR analysis 

Total RNA including miRNA was extracted from either roots or true leaves of plants grown 

under the conditions described using NucleoSpin miRNA (MACHEREY-NAGEL Inc). For 

qRT-PCR of mRNA and miR2111 precursors, extracted RNA was reverse-transcribed using 

PrimeScript RT reagent Kit (Perfect Real Time) (Takara). Mature miR2111s were reverse-

transcribed and adapter-ligated using the Mir-X miRNA First-Strand Synthesis Kit (Takara). 

Mature miR2111-specific primer and adapter-specific primer contained in Mir-X miRNA 

First-Strand Synthesis Kit were used for the amplification of mature miR2111s. qRT-PCR 

was carried out by LightCycler 96 (Roche Applied Science) using TB Green Advantage 

qPCR Premix (Takara). Ubiquitin and ATP synthase were used for normalization of 

expression levels. Primers of Ubiquitin (Nagae et al., 2016) and ATP synthase (Tsikou et al., 

2018) were synthesized as described previously. All primers are listed in Table 2.2. 
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Statistical analysis 

Tukey’s honestly significant difference test (Tukey-HSD) was performed with R software 

(ver. 3.6.2). Two-sided Student’s t-test was performed by Python (ver. 3.6.7) with SciPy 

library (ver. 1.1.0).  

 

Data availability 

The raw RNA-seq reads have been deposited in the DDBJ Sequence Read Archive (DRA) 

under accession number DRA009878. 
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Chapter 3 
“Transcriptomic and phenotypic characterization of the shoot during systemic control 

of nodulation” 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As described in Chapter 1, root-shoot-root signaling-mediated adaptation to fluctuating soil 

nutrients is an important mechanism for land plants. In Arabidopsis, miR399s accumulate in 

the shoot in response to inorganic phosphate deficiency in roots. These miR399s are 

translocated from the shoot to the roots to increase inorganic phosphate uptake (Lin et al., 

2008; Pant et al., 2008). Under heterogeneous soil nitrate availability, root-to-shoot mobile 

CEP peptides are synthesized in roots in response to local nitrate deprivation. The root-

derived CEP peptides are recognized by the shoot-acting receptors CEPR1 and CEPR2, and 

then enhance nitrate uptake in roots in nitrate-rich soil through root-to-shoot mobile signals, 

CEPD1 and CEPD2 (Ohkubo et al., 2017; Tabata et al., 2014). Although the physiological 

functions of these signaling in the roots, namely the sensing of nutrient deficiencies and the 

promotion of nutrient absorption, have been elucidated, it is unclear why these signaling need 

to be transmitted via the shoot.  

As described above, legumes also adopt the mechanism of root-shoot-root signaling 

transduction, known as AON, to restrict root nodule numbers (Caetano-Anollés and 

Gresshoff, 1991; Suzaki et al., 2015). In the current model of AON in L. japonicus, root-

derived mobile signals, CLE-RS1, RS2, and RS3 peptides, are induced in roots by either 

inoculation of rhizobia or treatment with nitrate (Nishida et al., 2016; Okamoto et al., 2013b, 

2009). These CLE peptides are transported to the shoot via the xylem vessel and are 

perceived by a shoot-acting HAR1 receptor-like kinase (Okamoto et al., 2013b). Then, the 

root-acting factor, TML encoding F-box protein inhibits nodulation (Magori et al., 2009; 

Takahara et al., 2013). It has been reported that HAR1 induces the synthesis of cytokinin in 

the shoot through the expression of IPT3 (Sasaki et al., 2014). This shoot-derived cytokinin 

inhibits nodulation via TML. In addition to cytokinin, miR2111, which targets TML mRNA, 

has been identified as another shoot-derived downstream factor in HAR1 controlling 

nodulation (Gautrat et al., 2020; Okuma et al., 2020; Tsikou et al., 2018). The precursors of 

miR2111 expressed along the phloem of leaves and the shoot-derived miR2111 systemically 

increase root nodule numbers through a decrease in TML mRNA abundance in roots.  
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As in other root-shoot-root signaling cases, the physiological functions of AON in 

roots are well known, but it is unclear why AON acts through shoot-mediated signaling. In a 

previous study, it was reported that soybean mutants of NARK, an orthologue of HAR1, have 

smaller leaf size and leaf cell numbers than the WT (Ito et al., 2008), indicating that AON 

may have functions other than the regulation of nodulation, such as the promotion of shoot 

growth. To fully understand how legumes adapt to rhizobial infection and changes of nitrate 

availability at the whole plant level using AON, it is necessary to elucidate the role of AON 

in the shoot, other than to produce shoot-derived factors controlling nodulation. In this study, 

I focused on the genes regulated by HAR1 in the leaves on the AON pathway to gain new 

insights that will contribute to the elucidation of this unanswered question. 

 

3.2 Results 

IPT3 is mainly expressed in the vascular bundle of mature leaves in a HAR1-dependent 

manner 

Although reciprocally grafted har1 mutants showed that HAR1 acts in the shoot with respect 

to the control of nodule numbers, the expression of HAR1 is detectable in both the roots and 

the shoot vascular bundle and its expression is stable whether inoculated with rhizobia or not 

(Nontachaiyapoom et al., 2007). To characterize responsive genes downstream of HAR1, it is 

necessary to determine the precise functional site of HAR1 in the shoot. Since HAR1 induces 

IPT3 expression in leaves in response to rhizobial infection and nitrate treatment (Sasaki et 

al., 2014), I used IPT3 expression pattern as a reference for the putative functional site of 

HAR1 in the shoot. 

 To evaluate the spatial expression patterns of IPT3, I used IPT3 promoter  GUS 

transgenic lines (proIPT3:GUS) (Sasaki et al., 2014) in the WT background. I also generated 

proIPT3:GUS transgenic lines in the har1-7 background (har1-7 proIPT3:GUS) to evaluate 

the dependency of the spatial expression of IPT3 on HAR1. Histochemical GUS staining 

analyses using proIPT3:GUS transgenic lines showed that IPT3:GUS expression was induced 

in the vascular bundle of true leaves in response to either rhizobial inoculation or 5 mM 

KNO3 treatments in the WT background (Fig. 3.1a-c). In addition, stronger GUS signals were 

detected in older leaves compared with younger leaves (Fig. 3.1a-c). Since the GUS signal 

was almost undetectable in leaves of har1-7 proIPT3:GUS plants, rhizobial infection- or 

nitrate-responsive IPT3 expression along the leaf vascular bundle depended on HAR1. Next, 

I evaluated the induction timing of IPT3 in older true leaves by qRT-PCR analysis. The 

results showed that IPT3 was induced in 1 day after either rhizobial inoculation or 5 mM 
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KNO3 treatments depending on HAR1 (Fig. 3.1d). These spatial and temporal expression 

patterns of IPT3 were very similar to those of miR2111 precursor genes, which are regulated 

by HAR1 (Okuma et al., 2020; Tsikou et al., 2018), suggesting that the functional site and 

timing of HAR1 in shoots is likely to be the vascular bundles of older true leaves within 1 

day after rhizobial inoculation or nitrate treatment. 

 

HAR1 and CLE-RS1/2 may induce photosynthesis-related gene expression 

Next, I carried out RNA-seq analyses of L. japonicus leaves to characterize the downstream 

genes of HAR1. Two-week-old seedlings of WT, har1-7, CLE-RS1ox, and CLE-RS2ox were 

prepared for RNA-seq analyses. WT and har1-7 were treated with either mock, rhizobial 

inoculation, or 5mM KNO3. CLE-RS1ox and CLE-RS2ox were only treated with mock. Total 

RNA was sampled from the true leaves of these plants, where the stronger GUS signal of 

IPT3 was detected (Fig. 3.1a-c), for RNA-seq.  

I searched for genes whose expression was induced compared to the mock treatments. 

Overall, a total of about 10,000 upregulated genes were detected. 261 genes were found to be 

commonly upregulated due to CLE-RS1/2 overexpression as well as either rhizobial 

inoculation or nitrate treatment in a HAR1-dependent manner (Fig. 3.2a; Table 3.1). To 

investigate the functional relevance of these genes, gene ontology (GO)-enrichment analysis 

was carried out. I found that most enriched GO terms were involved in the electron transport 

of respiration and photosynthesis (Fig. 3.2b). These genes with enriched GO terms were 

encoded PSII proteins (psbB and psbH) and cytochrome b6f subunits (petB, petD), implying 

that HAR1 somehow influenced the mRNA levels of genes encoding proteins involved in 

electron transport during photosynthesis (Table 3.1). In addition, stomagen, which positively 

regulates the differentiation of stomatal lineage cells into stomata, was upregulated in a 

HAR1-dependent manner (Table 3.1). The upregulation of these genes with enriched GO 

terms was observed in the leaves of WT plants treated with 5 mM KNO3 and in CLE-RS1 or 

RS2 overexpressing plants, but not in leaves of WT treated with rhizobial inoculation. Based 

on these results, I hypothesized that HAR1 somehow influences photosynthetic activity in 

leaves in response to high concentrations of nitrate and either CLE-RS1 or RS2 

overexpression.  

 

har1-7 mutant has a lower Fv/Fm value and starch accumulation in leaves compared 

with WT. 
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To evaluate the effects of har1-7 mutation on photosynthesis, chlorophyll fluorescence was 

analyzed using pulse-amplitude-modulation (PAM) chlorophyll fluorometer. WT, har1-7, 

and CLE-RS1ox were cultivated for about a month, supplemented with 10 mM KNO3 

containing B&D medium for this analysis. har1-7 mutant showed a significantly lower 

Fv/Fm ratio, which can be approximated to the maximum quantum yield of PSII, implying 

that har1-7 possibly defect normal regulation of photosynthetic activity (Fig. 3.3a). I further 

evaluated the photosynthesis-related phenotypes of har1-7 by analyzing starch accumulation 

in the shoots. For starch staining, WT and har1-7 were cultivated for two weeks with 1 mM 

KNO3 containing B&D. I found that the accumulation of stained starch in har1-7 was 

seemingly lower than that in WT (Fig. 3.3b).  

 

3.3 Discussion 

To maintain root nodule symbiosis, it is necessary to balance between the production of 

photosynthate in leaves and the fixation of nitrogen in roots. In this study, I characterized the 

downstream factors of HAR1 by transcriptome analyses in the leaves to elucidate the 

adaptive implication of shoot-mediated regulation. I found that HAR1 influenced transcript 

abundance of photosynthesis-related genes, Fv/Fm, and starch accumulation patterns in 

leaves. Therefore, in addition to controlling the number of nodules, HAR1 may promote the 

supply of carbon required for symbiosis with rhizobia or nitrogen assimilation by enhancing 

photosynthetic activity in the shoot. Since few reports have described the function of AON in 

the shoot other than the control of nodule numbers, this study may provide a clue to answer 

the question of why root nodule symbiosis is controlled by the shoot.  

 To date, only two genes whose expression in leaves is controlled by HAR1 (IPT3 and 

miR2111) have been reported. From the RNA-seq analyses, I found more than 200 genes that 

were commonly upregulated in leaves by nitrate treatment and CLE-RS1 or RS2 

overexpression in a HAR1-dependent manner (Fig. 3.2a). On the other hand, there were very 

few genes that are commonly induced by rhizobial inoculation and CLE-RS1 or RS2 

overexpression (Fig. 3.2a), indicating that the treatment with 5 mM KNO3 can more strongly 

regulate the induction of HAR1 downstream genes through activation of CLE-RS1/2 

expression than that of rhizobial inoculation. The results of GO-enrichment analysis on 

upregulated genes depending on HAR1 showed significant enrichment of photosynthesis-

related GO terms (Fig. 3.2b; Table 3.1). All differentially expressed genes with 

photosynthesis-related GO terms were encoded by the chloroplast genome. Chloroplastic 

gene mRNA levels generally do not rely on transcription rate. Post-transcriptional RNA 
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processing and stabilization have an important role in the accumulation of chloroplastic gene 

mRNA (del Campo, 2009). HAR1 possibly regulates steps of post-transcriptional RNA 

processing. Since these upregulated chloroplastic genes contained only part of components of 

PSII complex and cytochrome b6f complex, it is difficult to discuss the implications of 

differences in expression patterns for photosynthetic complexes within the thylakoid 

membrane. Further analyses of the protein levels and translation activity of photosynthetic 

electron transport system components, as well as the effects on actual photosynthetic electron 

transfer reactions, are needed for understanding these results. 

 Mutation of har1-7 seemed to negatively influence photosynthetic activity. har1-7 

showed a lower maximum quantum yield of primary PSII photochemistry, as determined by 

Fv/Fm testing, compared with WT. The optimal value of Fv/Fm is approximately in the range 

of 0.78–0.84 in various plant species, while light irradiation or abiotic stress, such as salinity, 

decreases Fv/Fm (Tsai et al., 2019). Since there was no great difference between Fv/Fm in 

WT (0.76 on average) and the optimal value, the lower Fv/Fm ratio of har1-7 (0.53 on 

average) may not be due to the stress caused by growth conditions. Thus, har1-7 may have 

some defects in the normal control of photosynthesis. In addition to the significantly lower 

Fv/Fm of har1-7, har1-7 accumulated seemingly less starch in their shoots than those of WT. 

These results support my hypothesis that HAR1 influences photosynthetic activity. In the 

future studies, It needs to be examined whether HAR1 does in fact affect photosynthetic 

activity. Also, it will be necessary to determine what downstream factors of HAR1 are 

involved in differences in photosynthesis-related phenotypes observed in har1-7.  

 

3.4 Methods 

Plant materials and bacterial resources. 

Lotus japonicus accession MG-20 (Kawaguchi, 2000) was used as the WT. har1-7 (Magori et 

al., 2009) was derived from MG-20. Mesorhizobium loti MAFF303099 constitutively 

expressing dsRED was used as the L. japonicus inoculum. proIPT3:GUS transgenic lines, 

CLE-RS1, and RS2 overexpression lines in WT background were generated in a previous 

study (Sasaki et al., 2014). har1-7 proIPT3:GUS transgenic lines were generated by stable 

transformation with the proIPT3:GUS reporter construct. 

 

GUS staining 

Two-week-old proIPT3:GUS transgenic plants were sampled and stained as described in 

Chapter 2.4. 
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Plant culture conditions and bacterial inoculation 

Sterilized L. japonicus seeds were germinated on 0.9% agar medium containing Broughton 

and Dilworth solution (B&D) (Broughton and Dilworth, 1971) without any nitrogen source 

for 3 days at 24°C (16 h light, 8 h dark). 

For the RNA-seq and promoter GUS assays, plants were transplanted into autoclaved 

vermiculite containing B&D without nitrogen sources. Plants were inoculated at indicated 

time points either with or without M. loti carrying dsRED and harvested 14 days after 

germination.  

 

Library preparation and sequencing 

Total RNA was extracted from true leaves of WT, har1-7, CLE-RS1ox, and CLE-RS2ox 

plants grown under the conditions described, using PureLink Plant RNA Reagent (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and purified using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). Library preparation 

and sequencing were performed as described in Chapter 2.4. 

 

Fv/Fm measurements using pulse-amplitude-modulation (PAM) chlorophyll 

fluorometer 

Leaves of WT, har1-7, and CLE-RS1ox that were cultivated after a month of being supplied 

with 10 mM KNO3 containing B&D medium were sampled for this analysis. As one 

replicate, three fully expanded leaves were sampled from an individual plant. Fv/Fm ratio 

was measured using the Walz PAM-2100.  

 

Starch staining 

Shoots of WT and har1-7 that were cultivated for two weeks supplied with 5 mM KNO3 

containing B&D medium were sampled for this analysis. Shoots were incubated at 37°C for 1 

h with acetic acid and ethanol (ratio 6:1) buffer to remove the chlorophyll background. Starch 

was stained with 0.03% potassium iodide for 1 min.  
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Chapter 4 
“General discussion” 

 

Functions of plant shoot-to-root mobile microRNA in the adaptation to fluctuating soil 

nutrient availability 

Phloem sap contains various miRNAs, the accumulation levels of which are regulated by the 

limitation of nutrients available for plants, implying that shoot-to-root mobile miRNAs may 

play a crucial role in adaptation to nutritional fluctuations (Buhtz et al., 2010; Pant et al., 

2009, 2008). Indeed, inorganic phosphate (Pi)-limitation-responsive miRNA, miR399, moves 

from the shoot to the roots and increases Pi uptake through the target mRNA degradation in 

roots (Pant et al., 2008). Although many studies have shown shoot-to-root translocation of 

miRNA species, there are only a few examples of mobile miRNAs, such as miR399, whose 

detailed molecular functions have been revealed (Pagliarani and Gambino, 2019). As 

described in Chapter 2, I clearly showed that miR2111 is produced in leaves and is a graft-

transmissible signal that enhances nodulation in the roots. MIR2111-5 locus plays an 

important role in the production of miR2111 in leaves and the enhancement of nodulation 

since mir2111-5 mutants decrease miR2111 levels and the number of nodules. The further 

functional characterization of shoot-derived miR2111 in Chapter 2 may contribute to further 

understanding of the environmental adaptation strategy of plants, especially to nutrient 

deficiency, through shoot-root transfer of miRNA species. 

 

The role of miR2111 in symbiotic interactions and inorganic phosphate (Pi) responses 

In Arabidopsis, tobacco, and rapeseed, it has been reported that miR2111s accumulates in 

response to Pi-deficiency. In addition, the results of grafting experiments of Arabidopsis and 

deep sequencing of rapeseed phloem sap have demonstrated that miR2111s have shoot-to-

root mobility (Buhtz et al., 2010; Pant et al., 2009). Since miR2111 targets mRNA of the 

TML orthologous gene in Arabidopsis and tobacco, the miR2111-TML relationship is likely 

conserved in non-legumes (Huen et al., 2018). Although the functions of the miR2111-TML 

module in non-legumes remain unclear, it may have a function related to the responsiveness 

of miR2111s to Pi. One possibility is that miR2111 may be involved in symbiosis with 

arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) (Oldroyd and Leyser, 2020). Approximately 80% of 

land plants establish symbiotic relationships with AMF and take advantage of nutrient 

acquisition, especially Pi, through AMF. AM symbiosis is evolutionarily older than legume-
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Rhizobium symbiosis and many of the regulatory mechanisms of AM symbiosis are diverted 

to regulate legume-Rhizobium symbiosis (Markmann and Parniske, 2009). In M. truncatula, 

specific CLE peptides are induced in roots in response to high Pi and inhibit colonization of 

AMF through shoot-acting SUNN receptor-like kinase, an orthologue of L. japonicus HAR1 

(Karlo et al., 2020; Müller et al., 2019). Considering that SUNN regulates miR2111 

accumulation in the AON pathway (Gautrat et al., 2020), the AMF colonization rate may also 

be regulated via miR2111 downstream of the CLE-SUNN interaction.  

The responsiveness of miR2111 to nitrate is different between legumes and 

Arabidopsis (Gautrat et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2015; Tsikou et al., 2018). The accumulation 

of miR2111 is increased by nitrate deficiency in legumes, whereas it is decreased in 

Arabidopsis. A possible explanation for this discrepancy may lie in the distinctions in the 

shoot-derived factors of the CEP-CEPR module downstream, the long-distance signaling 

components that inform nitrate starvation (Gautrat et al., 2020; Ohkubo et al., 2017). In 

Arabidopsis, after CEP is perceived by the CEPR1 and CEPR2 in the shoot, CEPD1 and 

CEPD2 are induced and systemically promote root nitrate uptake (Ohkubo et al., 2017; 

Tabata et al., 2014). On the other hand, in M. truncatula, Compact Root Architecture 2, an 

orthologue of Arabidopsis CEPR1, induces miR2111 accumulation in the shoot and 

systemically promotes nodulation under nitrate starvation (Gautrat et al., 2020). The 

recruitment of miR2111 in the nitrate starvation response through the CEP-CEPR module 

might have contributed to the gain of root nodule symbiosis in legumes. 

miR2111 is hypothesized to be involved in the control of both root nodule and AM 

symbiosis (Oldroyd and Leyser, 2020). However, miR2111 is conserved in Brassicaceae such 

as Arabidopsis and rapeseed (Pant et al., 2009), even though they lack the ability of both root 

nodule symbiosis and AM symbiosis. Thus, there may be more general functions in 

miR2111, perhaps related to the Pi responses, which are different from the control of 

symbiosis. In other words, miR2111 in Brassicaceae may have a narrower function than that 

in legumes. Indeed, Arabidopsis and rapeseed only have two copies of miR2111, although L. 

japonicus, M. truncatula, and soybean have seven, 15, and six copies of miR2111, 

respectively (Gautrat et al., 2020; Okuma et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). These differences 

in the degree of duplication in miR2111 may be correlated to the diversity of miR2111 

functions. Given that many nutrient-responsive genes have been evolutionarily diverted to the 

regulation of root nodule and AM symbiosis (Kim et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2020), elucidation 

of the function of miR2111 and TML in Brassicaceae may provide novel insights into how 
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regulatory mechanisms of root nodule and AM symbiosis were acquired from pre-existing 

nutrient response mechanisms.  

In Chapter 2, I identified all L. japonicus miR2111 loci in the latest version of 

genome assembly (Gifu v1.2) and showed four loci were expressed in the leaves at different 

levels. The miR2111 loci, the expression of which was not observed in the leaves, could have 

functions that are distinct from nodulation control. This notion is supported by a study of 

soybean miR2111. The expression of some miR2111 loci in soybean did not depend on 

rhizobial infection (Zhang et al., 2021). Functional characterization of the rhizobial infection-

independent miR2111 loci might be a clue to resolving the unknown roles of miR2111 in 

non-legume plants. 

 

The role of root-shoot-root signaling in the shoot: in the case of AON  

As mentioned above, plants adapt to nutrient deficiencies in the root via the root-shoot-root 

long-distance signaling mechanisms. Although the physiological functions and the molecular 

mechanism of these signalings in the roots have been identified, how these signal 

transduction pathways to shoot directly influence the shoot growth and metabolism remain 

unclear. AON is also achieved through root-shoot-root long-distance signaling transduction. 

In AON-defective mutants such as har1, symbiotic interactions with rhizobia severely inhibit 

shoot growth, which has been explained mainly by excessive nodule formation in the roots. 

On the other hand, since AON is a signal transduction through the shoot, some functional 

defects in mutants such as the regulation of shoot growth and metabolism may also be the 

cause of growth inhibition. As shown in Chapter 3, I found that HAR1 induced the genes 

involved in photosynthesis in response to nitrate treatment and CLE-RS1/2 overexpression. 

Furthermore, I found that har1-7 exhibited a significantly lower Fv/Fm ratio and tended to 

accumulate less starch in their leaves compared to WT. Therefore, in addition to its function 

in controlling the number of nodules, I hypothesize that HAR1 regulates photosynthetic 

activity in the leaves. Legumes may regulate root nodule symbiosis at the whole plant level 

via AON by regulating the synthesis of photosynthate, which is essential for the maintenance 

of nodules. This study could contribute not only to the understanding of the mechanism of 

AON in legumes, but also provide new insight into the understanding of environmental 

adaptation strategies via root-shoot-root long-distance signaling in land plants. 
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Systemic coordination of carbon and nitrogen assimilation: Evolutionary origin of 

AON? 

Photosynthesis requires large amounts of nitrogen metabolites to maintain photosynthetic 

machinery proteins. In contrast, assimilation of nitrogen, which is acquired from the soil, 

depends greatly on photosynthesis because it requires the supply of carbon skeletons as 

acceptors of inorganic nitrogen to synthesize amino acids, and ATP and NAD(P)H as energy. 

Therefore, plants tightly coordinate the rate of carbon and nitrogen metabolic assimilation 

(Nunes-Nesi et al., 2010). For instance, light irradiation promotes nitrate uptake and nitrogen 

assimilation (Masclaux-Daubresse et al., 2010). It has been reported that HY5, a shoot-to-root 

mobile transcription factor, is involved in the systemic regulation of nitrogen acquisition 

(Chen et al., 2016; Masclaux-Daubresse et al., 2010). Conversely, photosynthetic activity is 

regulated by the nitrogen nutrient status of the roots (Horchani et al., 2010; Shao et al., 2020). 

However, the molecular mechanisms underlying this root-to-shoot systemic regulation of 

photosynthetic activity remain unclear. As from results in Chapter 3, I proposed a hypothesis 

that HAR1 in the shoot may influence photosynthesis in response to nitrate nutrition. If this 

hypothesis is proven in the future, the results in Chapter 3 could be the first clue to reveal the 

molecular mechanism in land plants for the root-to-shoot systemic regulation of 

photosynthetic activity in response to nitrogen availability. Further understanding of AON 

may provide new insight into the molecular basis of the regulatory mechanisms of carbon 

fixation in response to external nitrogen availability.  

In terms of the regulation of legume-Rhizobium symbiosis, AON is believed to play a 

crucial role in maintaining carbon and nitrogen metabolites balance by restricting nodule 

numbers. The possible function of HAR1 regulating photosynthetic activity in response to 

nitrate states, implies that AON may maintain the balance of carbon and nitrogen metabolites, 

regardless of the symbiotic/non-symbiotic state. Considering that the genes involved in AON 

(such as HAR1, TML, CLE, and PLENTY) are widely conserved in land plants, AON may 

have been acquired from an unknown pre-existing system controlling carbon and nitrogen 

balance that is extensively adopted in land plants. Interestingly, a CLE peptide in 

Arabidopsis, CLE2, may play a role in the systemic regulation of the balance of carbon and 

nitrogen metabolites like the HAR1–CLE-RS1/2 module (Ma et al., 2020). RNA-seq analysis 

revealed that induction of CLE2 expression in roots systemically induced the expression of 

several genes involved in light-dependent carbohydrate metabolism in the shoot. Note that of 

all Arabidopsis CLE genes, the CLE domain sequence of CLE2 shows the highest level of 

identity with those of CLE-RS1 and RS2 (only one difference in amino acid sequence) 
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(Okamoto et al., 2009). Since CLE2 expression in roots is induced by nitrate treatment (Ma et 

al., 2020; Scheible et al., 2004), there could be an evolutionary link to the function of HAR1–

CLE-RS1/2 module. Investigation of the detailed molecular mechanisms underlying HAR1–

CLE-RS1/2 or CLE2 function involved in carbon metabolism could provide new insight into 

how land plants maintain homeostasis of carbon and nitrogen metabolism under fluctuating 

nitrogen availability at the whole plant level. In addition, this knowledge will contribute to 

unravelling the evolutionary history of the acquisition of regulatory mechanisms of legume-

Rhizobium symbiosis. 

 

The potential role of AON study in sustainable agriculture 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the production of chemical nitrogen fertilizer, namely industrial 

nitrogen fixation, consumes fossil fuels, and thus generates a huge amount of carbon dioxide. 

In contrast, legumes fix atmospheric nitrogen using carbon dioxide via photosynthesis. 

Therefore, the effective use of legume-Rhizobium symbiosis is a suitable strategy to 

accomplish sustainable agriculture, not only in terms of reducing nitrogen fertilizer usage but 

also for carbon sequestration. AON has been widely studied as an agronomically important 

mechanism because it is considered to play a crucial role in optimizing root nodule numbers. 

As seen in the severe growth inhibition of the nodulated har1 mutant, AON may be a 

necessary mechanism for adequate growth of legumes in the presence of rhizobia. I showed 

that HAR1 may also have a function in regulating photosynthetic activity. This means that 

AON may contribute to carbon sequestration in two ways: by regulating legume-Rhizobium 

symbiosis and by promoting photosynthesis. Therefore, elucidating the detailed molecular 

mechanisms of how AON is involved in the regulation of photosynthetic activity may help to 

develop superior legume varieties that will contribute to the achievement of sustainable 

agriculture for atmospheric carbon dioxide reduction in the future. 
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Figure 2.1 Distribution of miR2111 genes on L. japonicus genome, secondary structures of news miR2111s, 

and phylogenetic relationship of miR2111 genes.



 

 

Figure 2.1: Distribution of miR2111 genes on L. japonicus genome, secondary structures 

of news miR2111s, and phylogenetic relationship of miR2111 genes. 

a Distribution of miR2111 genes on L. japonicus genome. Blue and yellow boxes indicate the 

positions of miR2111 genes (MIR2111-1 to MIR2111-7) and miR2111 hairpin sequences 

(miR2111-A to miR2111-J), respectively. MIR2111-2, MIR2111-3, and MIR2111-7 possess 

two miR2111 hairpin sequences. Red arrows represent the directions of mature miR2111s. b 

Hairpin structures of miR2111-F to miR2111-J. All secondary structures were predicted 

using the full-length sequence of the predicted miR2111 genes by means of the minimum free 

energy (MFE) algorithm of RNAstructure software (ver. 6.1). Nucleotides filled with red 

color indicate mature miR2111 sequences. c Maximum likelihood tree of miR2111 genes. 

Bootstrap values were calculated from 1000 times bootstrap replicates and described at each 

node. Scale bar represents the branch length.  
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      by RNA-seq analysis.
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Figure 2.2: Expression of four L. japonicus miR2111 genes including those identified by 

RNA-seq analysis. 

a-d RNA-seq read coverage of MIR2111-2 (a), MIR2111-4 (b), MIR2111-5 (c), and 

MIR2111-7 (d) were visualized by the Integrative Genomics Viewer. All data were acquired 

by RNA-seq of mature leaves of wild-type (MG-20) and har1-7 plants that were inoculated 

with M. loti (1 day after inoculation) or mock-treated (control). RNA-seq libraries were 

prepared using poly(A) enrichment method and miR2111 genes were predicted by RNA-Seq-

based gene prediction using Stringtie version 1.3.4d with default settings. Read abundance 

normalized in bins per million (BPM) is shown. Gray arrows in the gene column represent 

the directions of mature miR2111 (Bottom). Regions used for the overexpression assay are 

indicated as black two-directional arrows (Top) (see Fig. 2.4). e Transcripts per million 

(TPM) values of four miR2111 genes. Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as 

dots. Bars indicate mean values.  

  



Figure 2.3: RNA-seq read coverage of MIR2111-1, MIR2111-3, and MIR2111-6.
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Figure 2.3: RNA-seq read coverage of MIR2111-1, MIR2111-3, and MIR2111-6. 

RNA-seq read coverage of MIR2111-1, MIR2111-3, and MIR2111-6. All data were acquired 

by RNA-seq of mature leaves of wild-type (MG-20) and har1-7 plants that were inoculated 

with M. loti (1 day after inoculation) or mock-treated (control). RNA-seq libraries were 

prepared with poly(A) enrichment methods. miR2111 genes were predicted by RNA-seq 

alignment assembly using Stringtie version 1.3.4d with default settings. Read abundance 

normalized in bins per million (BPM) is shown. 
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Figure 2.4: Over-expression of MIR2111-2 and MIR2111-5 in roots promoted nodulation.
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Figure 2.4: Overexpression of MIR2111-2 and MIR2111-5 in hairy roots promoted 

nodulation. 

a-d Nodulation at 21 days after inoculation (dai) on hairy roots transformed with an empty 

vector (a), proUBQ:MIR2111-2 (b), proUBQ:MIR2111-4 (c), and proUBQ:MIR2111-5 (d). 

Bright images (Upper) and corresponding fluorescence images as a GFP transformation 

marker and DsRed constitutively expressing in M. loti (Lower). Scale bars: 2 mm. e Nodule 

numbers in hairy roots transformed with an empty vector, proUBQ:MIR2111-2, 

proUBQ:MIR2111-4, and proUBQ1MIR2111-5 (21 dai). Bars indicate mean ± standard 

deviation. Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s honestly 

significant difference test. f qRT-PCR analyses of mature miR2111 and TML in transformed 

hairy roots (5 dai). n = 4 individual biological replicates for each treatment. Bars indicate 

mean values. (e, f) Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as dots. Two-sided 

Student’s t-test was used to determine statistical difference compared with empty vector 

control: *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; n.s., not significant. 
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Figure 2.5: MIR2111-5 was expressed mainly in the phloem of mature leaves. 

a-d GUS expression controlled by a 3.0 kb DNA fragment upstream of MIR2111-5 in true 

leaves (Left) and cotyledon (Right) of plants mock-treated (a, c, d) and inoculated with M. loti 

(5 days after inoculation) (b) were incubated in GUS staining buffer for 3 h. (c, d) Leaf 

sections counterstained with 0.1% safranin for 10 minutes. Xy: xylem; Ph: phloem. e-h qRT-

PCR analyses of mature miR2111s (e, f) and MIR2111-5 (f, g), and TML (i) in leaves (e, g) 

and roots (f, h, i) at indicated days after inoculation (dai) with M. loti. Scatterplots show 

individual biological replicates as dots. Bars indicate mean values. All values were 

normalized by the mean value of wild-type mock-treated leaves. Two-sided Student’s t-test 

was used to determine statistical difference compared with mock control: *, p < 0.05; **, p < 

0.01; ***, p < 0.001; n.s., not significant.  
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Figure 2.6: MIR2111-5 was expressed neither in roots, root nodules, nor stems. 

a-d L. japonicus seedlings stably transformed with GUS reporter gene with expression driven 

by a 3.0 kb DNA fragment upstream of MIR2111-5 were incubated in GUS staining buffer 

for 3 h. Roots (a, c), root nodules (7 days after inoculation) (b), and stems (d). Xy: xylem; Ph: 

phloem. 

 

  



Figure 2.7: Over-expression of MIR2111-5 induced hypernodulation and accumulation of mature miR2111s.
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Figure 2.7: Overexpression of MIR2111-5 induced hypernodulation and accumulation 

of mature miR2111s. 

a Nodulation on MIR2111-5ox (21 days after inoculation). A bright image (Left) and 

corresponding fluorescence image of DsRed expressing in M. loti (Right). b Number of 

nodules (21 days after inoculation) and infection threads (5 and 7 days after inoculation) 

formed in wild-type and MIR2111-5ox roots. Scatterplots show individual biological 

replicates as dots. Bars indicate mean ± standard deviation. Two-sided Student’s t-test was 

used to determine statistical difference compared with wild-type plants: ***, p < 0.001.  
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Figure 2.8: Reciprocal grafting between wild-type and either MIR2111-5 overexpression 

or STTM2111 plants. 

a-e Nodulation at 28 days after inoculation (dai) in wild-type (a,b) and MIR2111-5ox (c,d) 

rootstocks grafted with wild-type (a,c) and MIR2111-5ox (b,d) scions. Scale bars: 1 mm. e 

Nodule numbers on rootstocks of grafted plants (28 dai). f qRT-PCR analyses of mature 

miR2111s, MIR2111-5, and TML in rootstocks of the grafted plants (5 dai). OX represents 

MIR2111-5ox plants. All values were normalized by the mean value of wild-type self-

grafting plants. n = 3 individual biological replicates for each treatment. Bars indicate mean 

values. Two-sided Student’s t-test was used to determine statistical difference compared with 

wild-type self-grafting plants: *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001; n.s., not significant. g 

Nodule numbers in rootstocks of grafted plants between WT and STTM2111 (21 dai). STTM 

represents STTM2111 plants. (e-g) Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as dots. 

Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s honestly significant 

difference test. (e, g) Bars indicate mean ± standard deviation. 

 

  



Figure 2.9: Reciprocal grafting of wild-type, har1-7, tml-4, and MIR2111-5ox.
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Figure 2.9: Reciprocal grafting of wild-type, har1-7, tml-4, and MIR2111-5ox. 

Numbers of nodules (28 days after inoculation) formed in rootstocks of reciprocal and self 

grafted plants. Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as dots. Bars indicate mean 

± standard deviation. Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s 

honestly significant difference test. 
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Figure 2.10: STTM2111 plants showed significant decrease in nodule numbers and 

mature miR2111s levels. 

a Nodule numbers on wild-type and stable transformed lines of STTM2111 (21 days after 

inoculation). Bars indicate mean ± standard deviation. b qRT-PCR analyses of mature 

miR2111s and MIR2111-5 in leaves of wild-type and STTM2111 lines. n = 3 individual 

biological replicates for each treatment. Bars indicate mean values. (a, b) STTM represents 

STTM2111 plants. Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as dots. Different letters 

indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s honestly significant difference test. 

 

  



Figure 2.11: MIR2111-5 knockout significantly inhibited nodulation and accumulation of mature miR2111s.
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Figure 2.11: MIR2111-5 knockout significantly inhibited nodulation and accumulation 

of mature miR2111s. 

a Nucleotide sequences of MIR2111-5 and its knockout lines. b Numbers of nodules (21 days 

after inoculation) and infection threads (5 and 7 days after inoculation) roots of wild-type, 

mir2111-5-1, and mir2111-5-2 (21 days after inoculation). Bars indicate mean ± standard 

deviation. c qRT-PCR analyses of mature miR2111s, MIR2111-5, and TML in leaves and 

roots at 14 and 7 days after germination, respectively. n = 3 individual biological replicates 

for each treatment. Bars indicate mean values. (b, c) Scatterplots show individual biological 

replicates as dots. Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s 

honestly significant difference test. 
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Figure 3.1: IPT3 was expressed mainly in the vascular bundle of mature leaves 

                   in a HAR1-dependent manner.



 

 

Figure 3.1: IPT3 was expressed mainly in the vascular bundle of mature leaves in a 

HAR1-dependent manner 

a-c GUS expression controlled by a 2.0 kb DNA fragment upstream of IPT3 in true leaves of 

WT proIPT3:GUS and har1-7 proIPT3:GUS plants mock-treated (a), inoculated with M. loti 

(1 day after inoculation) (b), and treated with 5 mM KNO3, were incubated in GUS staining 

buffer for 18 h. d qRT-PCR analyses of IPT3 in mature leaves at indicated days after either 

inoculation (dai) with M. loti or treated with 5 mM KNO3. Scatterplots show individual 

biological replicates as dots. Bars indicate mean values. All values were normalized by the 

mean value of wild-type mock-treated leaves. Two-sided Student’s t-test was used to 

determine statistical difference compared with mock control: *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01. 
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Figure 3.2 RNA-seq analysis of WT, har1-7, CLE-RS1ox, and RS2ox leaves. 



 

 

Figure 3.2: RNA-seq analysis of WT, har1-7, CLE-RS1ox, and CLE-RS2ox leaves. 

a Upset plot delineating the number of upregulated genes in response to the indicated 

treatments compared with mock treatments. The vertical bar chart indicates the number of 

upregulated genes that are shared between the treatments indicated by the connection of dots 

below. The horizontal bar chart indicates the total number of upregulated genes in each 

treatment. The orange highlights indicate the groups of genes that were commonly 

upregulated in response to rhizobial inoculation or treatment with 5 mM KNO3 and CLE-RS1 

or CLE-RS2 overexpression in a HAR1-dependent manner. DEG: differentially expressed 

gene; FDR: false discovery rate; FC: fold change 

b Results of gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis for the groups highlighted orange in 

Fig. 3.2a. BP: biological process; MF: molecular function; CC: cellular component 
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Figure 3.3 Analysis of Fv/Fm by PAM and staining of starch by iodine. 



 

 

Figure 3.3: Analysis of Fv/Fm by PAM and staining of starch by iodine.  

a  Fv/Fm of fully expanded leaves of WT, har1-7, and CLE-RS1ox in one month after 

germination. n = 4 individual biological replicates for each treatment. Bars indicate mean 

values. Scatterplots show individual biological replicates as dots. Different letters indicate 

significant differences (p < 0.05) from Tukey’s honestly significant difference test. 

b Starch in shoots stained with iodine 
 






